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PREFACE
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:

This paper probably tells you more about its topic than you
want to know—or, if you want to know it, more than you need to
be told.

Even so, there's much more; but the purpose is to develop

some elementary methods and concepts and to let everybody go on
from there on his own.
A score or more of examples used along the way—some of them
just hinted at—are indexed at the end.

I've noticed it's often

the examples that people want to find again.
New examples, especially novel or important ones, to go with
the models presented would be welcomed and, if a way can be found,
rewarded.

A multitude of particular cases has been left unexam-

ined in detail; examples to establish the claims to attention
of neglected cases would be welcomed also.

And if readers know

of empirical studies that establish numerical magnitudes or shapes
of curves to go with any of the models, a reference to them would
be appreciated.

.

•

:

Beyond that, I invite students to make up their own examples
to go with the models, and especially to think of decisions of
their own that fit into the different cases.

.

A sketch of this paper was originally presented to the Analytic Methods Seminar of the Public Policy Program; several members
of that seminar have given continuing advice.

I have been espe-

cially helped by Philip B. Heymann, Howard Raiffa, Andrew Michael
Spence, and Richard J. Zeckhauser.
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INTRODUCTION

"

/

;

'

•vtor. i ~ ' ^

Shortly after Teddy Green of the Bruins took a hockey stick .;
in his brain, Newsweek (October 6, 1969) commented.

'.,,..,•

Players will not adopt helmets by individual choice
for several reasons. Chicago star Bobby Hull cites
the simplest factor: "Vanity." But many players hon- ..,;",,.„
estly believe that helmets will cut their efficiency •".••'•''
and put them at a disadvantage, and others fear the
...:,,
ridicule of opponents. The use of helmets will spread
only through fear caused by injuries like Green's—or
through a rule making them mandatory. . . .One player ; : "':.'•
summed up the feelings of many: "It's foolish not to
„..,„•
:
wear a helmet. But I don't—because the other guys
' *' '
don't. I know that's silly, but most of the players
,/,/
feel the same way. If the league made us do it, though,
we'd all wear them and nobody would mind."
,,
The most telling part of the Newsweek story is the declara- :
tion attributed to Don Awrey.

"When I saw the way Teddy looked,

it was an awful feeling. . . .I'm going to start wearing a helmet now, and I don't care what anybody says."

Viewers of Channel

38 know that Awrey does not wear a helmet.

,.

* * * * *
This paper is about binary choices with externalities.

These

are either-or situations, not choices of degree or quantity.
An "externality" is present when you care about my choice
or my choice affects yours.

You may not care but need to know

--whether to pass on left or right when we meet.

You may not .

need to know but care--you will drive whether or not I drive, :•—-.:•.
but prefer that I keep off the road.
to know.

You may both care and need \

(If you neither care nor need to know, there is no exter-

nality as far as the two of us are concerned.)

- •• -• 7";' '•

The literature of externalities has mostly to do with how
much of a good or a bad should be produced, consumed or allowed.

Here I consider only the interdependence of choices to do or not

.

to do, to join or not to join, to stay or to leave, to vote yes
or no, to conform or not to conform to some agreement or rule
or restriction.

..-.••••••'

Joining a disciplined, self-restraining coalition, or
staying out and doing what's done naturally, is a binary choice. ,
If we contemplate all the restraints that a coalition might impose
the problem is multifarious; but if the coalition is there, and
its rules have been adopted, the choice to join or not to join
is binary.

x

Ratifying a nuclear treaty or confirming a Supreme

Court justice is multifarious until the treaty is drafted or the
justice nominated; there then remains, usually, a single choice.
Paying or not paying your share is an example, or wearing a helmet in a hockey game.

So is keeping your dog leashed,

voting yes on ABM, staying in the neighborhood or moving out,
joining a boycott, signing a petition, getting vaccinated, carrying a gun or liability insurance or a tow cable; driving with
headlights up or down, riding a bicycle to work, shoveling the
sidewalk in front of your house, or going on daylight saving.

:

The question is not how much anyone does but how many make the
one choice or the other.
Configurations

.; iv{w;r.

If the number of people is large, the configurations -•.;-;•;
of externalities can b e variegated.

Everybody's payoff may depend

on what each particular individual does:

for each among n+1 indi-

viduals there are 2 possible environments generated by all the
others.

The situation is simpler if it has some structure:

every-

body's payoff may depend only on the choices of people upstream;

•4 -

This paper considers only a simplified set of situations,
those in which people are identically situated both statically
and dynamically.

Everybody's payoffs, whichever way he makes

his choice, depend only on the number of people who choose one
way or the other.
Everybody furthermore has the same transmitting and receiving strengths.

There is no comparative advantage, no ranking

by sensitivity or influence.

The payoffs are the same for every-

body; and if a fraction of the population chooses one way or the
other, it does not matter which individuals comprise the fraction.
(Actually, as long as transmitting and receiving strengths are
in the same ratio, doubling both for an individual leaves his
own payoffs unaffected and makes him the equivalent of two people to all the rest; counting him as a coalition of two lets him
fit this restrictive model.)

Knowledge and Observation

...••.

.'.

...•

,.

.•

.

If people need to know how others are choosing, in order
to make their own choices, it will matter whether or not they
can see, or find out, what everybody else is doing.

I can tell

how many people have snow tires, if I take a little trouble and
look around; it is harder to know how many cars that may pass .
me in an emergency have tow chains or battery cables.

I have

no way of knowing who is vaccinated, unless I ask people to roll
up their sleeves; but my doctor can probably find the statistics
and tell me.

I have a good idea how many people regularly wear

•

-•

•

,

-

'
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-

ties and jackets to work; but on special occasions it is hard
to find out, until after I have made my choice, how many people
are going black-tie, or in sneakers.
i-

.

. ..,.,-..:.,,-

Continuous or repeated binary-choice activities, when they

,,

are easily visible and there are no costs in switching, may allow .
easy, continuous adjustment to what others are doing.
all choices are often taken in the dark.

Once-for-

Some choices, like resign-

ing in protest, are necessarily visible; some, anonymous or not,
are invisible and unrevealable; and some, like loaded guns and
vaccination scars, can be revealed or not.

,. •

For discipline and

enforcement it will matter whether individual choices, or merely
the aggregates, can be monitored.

Unless I say otherwise, I shall

usually have in mind that people can see and adapt to the choices
A.

of others; but we should keep in mind that this is a special, and .,,,„
often an especially easy, case to deal with.
What we have, then, is a population of ri individuals, each
with a choice between L and R ("left" and "right") corresponding
to the directions on a horizontal scale or, in an actual choice,
the two sides of a road or two political parties.

For any indi-

vidual the payoff to a choice of L or R depends on the number
".'...•

of others in a specified population—for the moment, a finite
population--that chooses left or right.

It is interesting to

work with commensurable payoffs, measured in lives, limbs, hours,
dollars, or even "utility," so that we can talk about collective
totals; it Is easy to deform the results and drop back to ordi£

nal relations.

So there is a "physical product" interpretation

that we can drop when we wish; it allows us to deal with mergers
as well as coalitions.

:

"6"
_

. . ., '

PRISONER'S DILEMMA

'"

' ••

A good place to begin is the situation k n o w n — i n its two- ,,, ;
person v e r s i o n — a s

"prisoner's dilemma."

choice for each of two people.

It contains a binary

Each has (1) a dominant choice:

the same choice is preferred, irrespective of which choice the
other person makes.

Each h a s , furthermore, (2) a dominant pref-

erence with respect to the other's choice:

his preference for

the other person's action is unaffected by the choice he makes
for himself.

(3) These two preferences, furthermore, go in oppo-

site directions:

the choice that each prefers to make is not

the choice he prefers the other to make.

Finally, (4) the strengths

of these preferences are such that a person gains more from the
other's making a dominated choice than he loses by making his
own dominated choice.

Both are better off making their dominated

choices than if both made their dominant choices .
A representative matrix with uniform payoffs for the two
individuals is in Figure 1.

•. . .

.

..-..-

(chooses column)
1
R (chooses row) 1

2
-1

-1
2

0
0

NOTE: Lower-left number in each cell denotes the payoff to R
(choosing r o w ) , upper-right number the payoff to C (choosing column) .
Figure 1.

-7"

The influence of one individual's choice on the other's
payoff we can call the externality.

Then the effect

of his

own choice on his own payoff might in parallel be called the
internality. We could then describe the "prisoner's dilemma"
as the situation in which each individual has a uniform (dominant)
internality and a uniform (dominant) externality, the internality
and externality are opposed rather than coincident, and the
externality outweighs the internality.
That situation is a fairly simple one to define.*

But

when we turn to the three-person or multi-person version, the
two-person definition is ambiguous.

"Another" equals "all others"

when there are but two; with more than two there are in-between
possibilities.

We have to elaborate the definition in a way

that catches the s p i r i t of prisoner's dilemma, and see whether
we then have something distinctive enough to go by a proper
name .

Extending the Definition
There are two main definitional questions.

(1) Are the

externalities monotonic--is an individual always better

off,

the more there are among the others who play their dominated strategies?

(2) Does the individual's own preference remain constant

*Not quite: sometimes the situation is further subdivided
according to whether or not probabilities can be found, or alternating frequencies can be found, for the lower-left and upperright cells that offer expected values greater than 1 for both
R and C, or greater than 0 for both R and C. Sometimes the
•
definition is allowed to include, sometimes not to include,
the limiting cases in which Row's payoffs in one column, and
Column's payoffs in one row, are equal. The many-person counterparts
to these distinctions will show up later.

no matter how many among the others choose one way or the other
--does he have a fully dominant choice?

Tentatively giving, for

purposes of definition, yes answers to these two questions, and
assuming that only numbers matter (not identities), and that
all payoff rankings are the same for all players, a uniform
multi-person prisoner's dilemma--henceforth MPD for short-- can
be defined as a situation in which:
1.

There are n individuals, each with the same binary

choice and the same payoffs.
2.

Each has a dominant choice, a "best choice" what-

ever the others do; and the same choice is dominant for
everybody.
3.

Whichever choice he makes, his dominant choice or

his dominated choice, any individual is better off, the more
there are among the others who make their dominated choices.
4.

There is some number, k, greater than 1, such that

if individuals numbering k or more make dominated choices
and the rest do not, those who make dominated choices are
better off than if they had all made dominant choices, but
if they number less than k this is not true.

(The uniformity

of participants makes k independent of the particular individuals making dominated choices.)
Some other questions occur but need not be reflected in this
tentative definition.

For example (1) if the payoffs are cardi-

nally and commensurably interpreted, so that we can deal with
collective totals, does the collective maximum necessarily occur
when all choose dominated strategies?

Or, (2) is the situation

for any subset among the n individuals invariably MPD when the

choices of the remainder are fixed?

Or, (3) if subsets are

formed and treated as coalitions that make bloc choices, does
the relation among the coalitions meet the definition of prisoner's
dilemma given above?

And, (4) do we include the limiting cases

in which, if n-1 individuals all choose the same, the nth individual is indifferent to his own choice?

These questions are

better dealt with as part of the agenda of analysis than as definitional criteria.

Since one of the conclusions of the analysis

that follows is that the prisoner's-dilemma situation is not
as distinctive when n is large as when it equals 2, not much
is at stake in this initial definition.

A Distinguishing Parameter
Taking the four numbered statements as a plausible extension of the prisoner's-dilemma idea, and as what I shall mean
by MPD when I use the term in this paper, we have at first glance
an important parameter, k.

It represents the minimum size of

any coalition that can gain by making the dominated choice.
If k is equal to n, the only worthwhile coalition--the only
enforceable contract that is profitable for all who sign--is
the coalition of the whole.

Where k is less than n, it is

the minimum size that, though resentful of the free riders,
can be profitable for those who join (though more profitable
for those who stay out).
On a horizontal axis measured from 0 to n, two payoff curves
are drawn.

(We switch, for convenience, to a population of

n+1, so that "n" will stand for the number of "others" there
are for any individual.)

One corresponds to the dominant choice;

its left end is called 0 and it rises to the right; perhaps
leveling off but not declining.

Below it we draw the curve

-10for the dominated choice.

It begins below 0, rises monotonically,

perhaps leveling off, and crosses the axis at some point denoted
by k.

We use L ("left") to stand for the dominant strategy,

R ("right") for the dominated; and the number choosing "right"
on the diagram is denoted by the distance of any point rightward from the left extremity.

At a horizontal value of n/3,

the two payoff curves show the value to an individual of choosing
L or R when one-third of the others choose R and two-thirds
choose L.

..•-....-

' .

, r

Illustrative Curves
Figure 2 shows several curves that meet the definition.
The only constraint on these curves, under our definition, is
that the four extremities of the two curves be in the vertical
order shown, that the curves be monotonic, and that the curves
not cross.

The not crossing represents dominance of choice.

(The "internality" is uniform.)

Monotonicity for both curves

in the same direction denotes uniformly positive externalities
for a Right choice (or uniformly negative for a Left choice).
That the Left curve is higher while both rise to the Right reflects
the opposition of internality and externality.

Finally, the

Right curve is higher on the right than the Left curve on the
left, reflecting the inefficiency of the uniformly dominant
choice.

Later on we shall experiment with curves that cross,

curves of opposite direction, curves that are vertically interchanged, and curves whose end points (and slopes and curvatures)
are differently configured.*
*With merely a binary choice, and an unnamed one at that,
there is no way to distinguish "positive" from "negative" externalities. We can equally well say that R is an action with positive externalities and that L is an action with negative externalities. To establish a base of reference we should have to
. take either L or R as the 0 point, or status quo.

,11-
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n

Figure 2.
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It is good exercise to match pictures like those in Figure .,
2 with actual situations.

Configuration D, for example, has some-

what the shape of an inefficient rationing scheme, perhaps a roadrationing scheme to reduce congestion.

Most of the externalities

have been achieved when something over half the population participates.

•

(The collective maximum occurs with about three-quarters

participation.)

If the scheme is to drive three days a week and

take the train the other two, it looks as though a superior scheme
would be to drive four days instead; the two-fifths reduction
is too much, the second fifth generates negative net returns.
Configuration B suggests two things.

First, the more peo-

Y

pie join the cooperative coalition, the greater the advantage
in staying out:

the differential between L and R increases as

the number choosing R increases.

(In Configuration C, the dif-

ferential diminishes, and the inducement or penalty required to
keep people in the coalition or to induce them to join gets smaller.)

Second, it looks as though the collective maximum in Con-

!

figuration B may occur with some choosing left rather than right,
and indeed that turns out to be so; not so in Configuration C,
in which the dominated Right choice enjoys the externality more
than

T h e

the Left

S i g n i f i c a n t

choice.*

P a r a m e t e r s

• .• • .

v

,

•

•

•

.
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'•'•••• ••

•• •••• •••'•-.,:•••"

•

It was remarked above that In the description of a uniform
MPD a crucial parameter is k, the minimum size of a viable
*The variety, though not endless, is pretty great. Case
B, for example, can be drawn so that the collective maximum occurs
either to the right or to the left of k.

•

-13coalition.

"Viable" means here that on an either-or basis, ••_.-.

assuming that nobody else cooperates, some group of cooperators
can benefit from choosing the Right strategy if their number
is up to k.

This is the minimum-sized coalition that makes

sense all by itself.

•

Evidently it takes more than one parameter

to describe one of these situations:

Figure 2 suggests how

:;

:

much these situations can differ even if k is held constant. ,
But staying with k for the moment, we might ask whether we shouldn't
focus on k/n, or, for that matter, n-k.
If n is given, they all come to the same thing.

But n can

/

vary from situation to situation, or it may be a variable in
a given situation.
L and R:

(It may even be a function of the values of

if L is to fish without limit, and R is to abide by

.-,,,•

the rules, the number of people who fish at all may depend on
the yields within and outside the rationing scheme.)

So the question

whether k, k/n, or n-k is the controlling parameter is not a
matter of definition.

It depends on what the situation is.

• ., , ;,.t

If k is the number of whaling vessels that abides by an

-;

international ration on the capture of whales, the crucial thing
will probably not be the absolute value of k but of n-k.

If p

enough people whale indiscriminately, there is no number of

.. ; • .../..,••

restrained whalers who will be better off by restraining themselves.

If there is an infinitely elastic supply of cars for

the turnpike, no matter how many among us restrict our driving
we will not reduce congestion.

And so forth.

:

On the other hand, if the whalers want a lighthouse and
the problem is to cover its cost, we need only a coalition big
enough to spread the cost thin enough to make the lighthouse
jointly beneficial to those among us who pay our shares.

.

If

'

• ' • '

• •

•••

•
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•

'

• • • -

"

••

• -

•'
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'

' - .

.

'•

•

•

the value of the lighthouse to each of us is independent of

!l

'-'°

how many benefit, k among us can break even by sharing the cost
"f

no matter how many free riders enjoy the light we finance for
them.

'•

These are fairly extreme cases.

'

In one, k is independent

of n, and in the other n-k is what matters.
be even more extreme.

' • ' • • . ' '

Special cases could

If the danger of collision increases

with n, the light will be more valuable with larger n and k could
actually diminish.

On the other hand, if more than 40 vessels

clog the harbor, and among 100 shipowners some fraction agrees
to operate only one-third of the time, 90 participants operating
30 vessels at a time can hold the total down to 40, making it
all worthwhile; but among 120 owners, all would have to participate or the number would go above 40 and spoil the result.
So the derivative of k with respect to n can be negative
or greater than 1.

But ordinarily it might have a value in

the range from 0 to 1.

If it is proportions that matter--the

fraction of vessels carrying some emergency equipment, perhaps-the derivative will approximate the fraction k/n.
So we have a second characteristic of the uniform MPD:
the way that k varies with n.

:

A third is what happens to the differential payoff as between
left and right.

Does the incentive to choose "left"--to stay

out of the coalition-- increase or decrease with the size of
the coalition?

For a given n, the value of staying outside

the rationing scheme may increase with the number of cooperators:
the more the rest of you restrict your whaling, the more whales

. . .

"'•

-
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• ••

I catch by staying outside the scheme if entry is limited and
I am already in the business.

Alternatively, if joining the

coalition merely means paying my pro rata share of the lighthouse,
it becomes cheaper to join, the more have joined already.

,•

We can measure this by the proportionate change in the
payoff difference--in the vertical distance between our two
curves --with the number who choose "right."

In Figure 2 some

of the curves opened up toward the right, showing an increasing
differential, and some tapered, with diminishing differential.
There is a fourth important parameter if we treat these

.,.-.
,.; ;

payoffs as additive numbers, as we might if they have a "productive" interpretation.

This is the value of x--the number choosing

dominated (R) actions--that maximizes the total payoff or output.
If the rationing scheme is too strict and the number of whalers

;:

is fixed, whalers may collectively get more whales or make more
profit if some choose Left, that is, stay out of the scheme.
The optimum number of individuals to be vaccinated against
smallpox will likely be less than the entire population, because
the risk of infection is proportionate to the number vaccinated
while the epidemiological benefits taper off before 1001 . This
is analogous to the two-person case in which both are better
off if coordinated mixed strategies (or alternating asymmetrical
choices) can be agreed on, than if both choose dominated strategies.

.•.....-;

, :«

In some cases, collective maximization should occur when
x=n if the terms of the coalition have been properly set.

It

. ; • •
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•
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'•

•

would be silly to have a limit of one deer per season if the rangers then had to go out and hunt down the excess deer.

It makes ''

more sense to set the limit so that deer hunters are best off

:

'"y

when all abide by the law rather than relying on some free riders to cull the herd.

But sometimes the thing cannot be arranged;

it may be hard to devise a scheme that allows everybody one and
one-third deer per season.

;

''.'•'•'"'• ':

•

'

:

. v ..-?..< .

A conflict of interest intervenes if all the benefits of
incompleteness accrue to the free riders.

Consider vaccination:

if people can be vaccinated once only, and nobody can be ninetenths vaccinated, there has to be a system to determine who gets
vaccinated if the optimal number is 90% of the population.

(Actu-

ally, people can be "fractionally" vaccinated, through longer
intervals between revaccinations with some attendant lapse of
immunity.)

•

With turnpikes and deer hunters one can search for

a quantitative readjustment that makes maximum membership and
optimum benefits coincide, even if people have to be allowed four
deer every three years to take care of the fractions.*
*According to Changing Times (March 1972, page 32) there
has not been a single confirmed case of smallpox in the United
States since 19^9, and it is rapidly disappearing in the rest
'Ki
of the world. "Paradoxically, complications from the vaccine
cause six to eight American deaths a year, and nearly one in every
thousand vaccinations produces mild allergic reactions, such as
rash." The U. S. Public Health Service no longer requires travelers entering the United States to show vaccination certificates,
nor does it recommend routine vaccination of American youngsters.
Because immunity wanes, many adults who were once vaccinated may
be unprotected now.
Suppose the Public Health Service announced that, considering together the disease and its contagion and the hazards of
vaccination, optimally the U. S. population should be two-thirds
vaccinated. What do you elect for your children? (Suppose it
;
simultaneously mentions that, if two-thirds of the population
is vaccinated, it is better to be unvaccinated.)
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There can be a somewhat greater conflict if the collective
maximum occurs to the left of k.

Unless the distributive prob-

lem can be solved, the achievement of a collective maximum entails
net losses, not merely lesser gains, for those who choose Right.
If choosing right is voluntary, all-or-none, and non-compensable,
any "viable" coalition has to be inefficiently large.

...-,•,•,.

A final point worth noticing is that a coalition--even, or ,
especially, an involuntary coercive coalition—can change payoffs
by its mere existence.

In a recent article on high-school proms

the author described the reaction, when she tried to make tuxedos optional, of "the boys who wouldn't, on their own, go out and
rent a tux, but who like the idea of being forced to wear one."
"For many this would be the only time they'd have an excuse to
dress up."
helmets:

Remember Bobby Hull's diagnosis of the aversion to

vanity.

A voluntary helmet may be seen as cowardly,

,;.,

but nobody thinks a baseball player timid when he dons the batting helmet that the league won't let him play without.

Motor-

cycle helmets are not only worn regularly, but probably worn more
gladly, in states that require them.

I shall continue to assume,

in this paper, that payoffs depend only on the choices made and
not on the way the choices are brought about, but the reader is
now alerted to alternative possibilities.

-18-

COALITIONS

9

; ...... ^ r

I have used "coalition" to mean those who are induced to
subscribe to the dominated choice.*

They may do it through enforce-

able contract, by someone's coercing them, or by a belief that
if they do others will also but if they do not others will not.
Or even just by a golden rule.
But "coalition" often has a tighter institutional definition.
It is a subset of the population that has enough structure to
arrive at a collective decision for its members, or for some among
them, or for all of them with some probability, in this particular binary choice.

They can be members of a union or a trade

association or a faculty or a gun club or a veterans' organization, who elect to act as a unit in a political campaign, in abiding
by some rule, in making a contribution, or in joining some larger
confederation.

And this could take either of two forms, disci-

plining individual choices of the members or making a collective
choice on behalf of them.
*In some tautological sense the choice was not "dominated"
if—all things considered—people actually chose it. But the
"all things considered" then include some things of a different
character from the things that were represented in the payoff
curves.

-19Th is kind of coalition is often important because it
already exists.

It has a membership and a decision rule and a

way of exacting loyalty or enforcing discipline.

But unless it

was formed especially for the purpose of the binary choice at
hand, it is probably not unique.

There may be many.

People who

sign up for the blood bank are an ad hoc "coalition" in the looser
sense I used earlier; but an American Legion post can decide to .'•
support the blood bank and get its members to participate, and
a labor union and a student organization and the members of a
bowling team can do the same.
tions.

Thus there can be several coali-

Even if there is just one preexisting coalition, in one

of our binary-choice situations there are then three kinds of
individuals:

those who belong to it; those who do not but who

participate in the "right" decision and thus form a second, informal grouping; and those who choose dominant strategies.

(It is

possible that those who stay out are conscious of belonging to
a noncooperating or dissident group, and constitute a third coalition making a collective choice.)
tions.

•••

..

.. . ,...,..... ,

Successive Coalitions

Now we have a new set of ques-

.;-.., . ;,. •; .,.,..,.:.,
'

'

. :_,
'"

Suppose that k or more elect the right choice.

.

.. .. ,_,,.'

*

:

Look-

ing now at the remaining individuals, m in number, are they still
in MPD?

Originally they were, when they were part of the larger

population.

They may or may not be now.

If at k on the upper

(L) curve we draw a horizontal line, its right-hand extremity
may be above or below the right extremity of the lower curve.
If it is above it, the situation no longer corresponds to MPD

-20for these n-k remaining individuals.

Figure 3 illustrates the

two possibilities.

'.

..... ,., -• :.,::•.- ..>•

Figure 3This condition determines whether, once the first coalition
is committed, any or all of the remaining population could be
induced to do likewise.

The first coalition could still coerce

some or all of the remainder by threatening to disband and choose
Left; but as long as it is committed to choose Right, the shapes
of the curves determine whether or not the outsiders are still
in MPD and could benefit from a right-choosing coalition of their
o

w

n

.

•

•

•

-

.

•

• • • - • ; • • •

.

(If they are, and if it takes k' among them to be viable,
we can go on and see whether the n-k-k' remaining are still capable of another viable coalition, and so forth.

We can look at

how many coalitions there can be, and whether successive sizes
— k , k', etc.—are increasing or decreasing.)

,

What is the largest coalition that can choose right and preserve MPD for the remainder?

In a limiting case, the two curves

coincide at n and the situation for the remainder is always MPD;
in another limiting case n is infinite and the lower curve asymptotically approaches the upper curve, and the situation again

-21remains MPD for those outside existing coalitions.

Otherwise,

if n is finite and the two curves do not coincide at their righthand points, there is some maximum number of right-choosing individuals who leave a remainder that is not in MPD.

.,

An interesting consequence is that a right-choosing coalition can be "too large."

It has to equal k to be viable; if it

exceeds k by much, it may leave a remainder that has no inducement to coalesce.*

_,

' .

A Two-Coalitions Game
Next suppose that there are two coalitions that together
exhaust the population.

(If they do not, but if the rest of the

population is incapable of disciplined organization, the interesting choices relate solely to these two coalitions and we can
move the right-hand extremity to the left, reducing n to the sum
of the two coalitions.

As long as the two coalitions can take

for granted that individuals not belonging to either coalition

•

will choose left, those people can be left out of the analysis
and the diagram truncated.)

_: ,_

First consider two of equal size.
obtains between them?

, .,.,... ' \ .<
What strategic relation

Here are two organizations capable of act-

ing on behalf of their membership, or of disciplining by collective
decision their members' choices.
nization game.

The MPD has become a two-orga-

Is this game also prisoner's dilemma?

what else can it be?

^i,.

.

;

:

If not,
.

-,

*We now see why it was not a good idea to include, In the
definition of MPD, the condition that if any subset of the population made the dominated choice the situation was still MPD for
the remainder. We can also see that, unless the curves touch
at the right extremity, two coalitions formed from MPD need not
constitute a 2 x 2 prisoner's dilemma when they face each other.
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It turns out that there are four possibilities if each coalition acts as a bloc.

One is that each coalition has a dominant

interest in choosing Right.

A second is that each coalition pre-

fers the Right choice if the other chooses Right, otherwise not;

!:

there are two equilibria, the right choice being jointly preferred.
A third possibility!, is that each prefers Right if the other chooses
Left, and vice versa.

(The one choosing Left is then better off.)

And the fourth is a prisoner's dilemma:

Left dominates.

•"

- •;•->..•

Figure 4 shows the four payoff matrices, together with curves
that generate them.

Thus the uniform MPD can be converted to

a 2 x 2 game by supposing two coalitions of equal size, each deciding on behalf of its membership, and the ensuing 2 x 2

game may

or may not be a prisoner's dilemma, there being three other matrices that can result.

•

'

. . .

,,..-.,..:-...-... :.. <•;..',, ij;.-

Strategic relations among coalitions are examined in further
detail

i nt h e

Appendix.
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SOME DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

'". . .

To here we have examined only a single case, the MPD.

We

have to look at cases in which the curves cross, with equilibria
at their intersection or at their end points, and with slopes
of the same or opposite direction.

We have to look at situations

in which people want to do what everybody else does and in which
people want to avoid what everybody else does.

But rather than

switch abruptly, I'm going to manipulate our MPD curves, to look
at limiting cases and to see what is obtained by shifting or rotating two curves that were initially MPD.
Before doing that, let's remind ourselves of why the prisoner's dilemma gets as much attention as it does.
is that it generates an "inefficient equilibrium."

Its fascination
There is a

single way that everybody can act so that, given what everybody
else is doing, everybody is doing what is in his own best interest, yet all could be better off if all made opposite choices.
This is interesting because It calls for some effort at social
organization, some way to collectivize the choice or to arrive
at an enforceable agreement or otherwise to restructure the incentives so that people will do the opposite of what they naturally
would have done.

•

• •. ,

Some people find the situation paradoxical, and wonder how
it can be that what is "best" for each person taken separately
is not the best all can do acting together.

In any case, the

-25prisoner's-dilemma situation can provoke a search for some kind
of organization that can shift incentives, or collectivize choice,
or surrender choice, or facilitate contingent choices, so that
individuals will stop neglecting the externalities that accompany
their choices.
But when the number is large, the prisoner's dilemma is not
so special in that respect.

We can draw a number of R-choice

and L-choice curves that generate inefficient equilibria and that
do not have the shapes or slopes or end-point configurations of
MPD.

•

Furthermore, the "loose" definition of the MPD allows the

possibility that if everybody makes the "Right" choice the result
is still not optimal.

Whatever we call this case--giving it a

name of its own or considering it a subdivision of MPD--it is
like MPD in that there are dominant choices leading to an inefficient outcome and all together could be better off choosing
the opposite.

It differs in that everybody would be better off

still, if it could be arranged to have something less than everybody make that "Right" choice, if a way could be found to let
everybody share in the larger collective total.

In the demands

it makes on social organization, this is a harder requirement
than merely "solving" the problem posed by ordinary MPD and getting everybody to choose Right on condition that everybody else
do.

In addition to needing to know how many should not choose

"Right" they need a way to decide who chooses right and who does
not, and perhaps a way to redistribute the results so that, in

. . • • . . ,
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_

:

retrospect or in prospect, the Left-choosers who gain do not detract
from the Right-choosers.*

:.

,:

;

It is worth noticing that the number of individuals making ••:<;/
the Right choice that maximizes the collective total can actually
be a smaller number than the minimum required to form what we
earlier called a "viable coalition."
than k.

;.

That is, it may be less

This entails organizational difficulties (and in a refined

classification scheme, the situation might deserve a name of its
own).

In the absence of compensation it entails not merely unequal

benefits from collective action but actual losses for some peopie, for the greater benefit of others, as compared with the equilibrium at Left.

•

:

:;

So we should probably identify as the generic problem, not
the inefficient equilibrium of prisoner's dilemma or some further
reduced subclass, but all the situations in which equilibria achieved
by unconcerted or undisciplined action are inefficient—the situations in which everybody could be better off, or some collective
total could be made larger, by concerted or disciplined or orga-

<,..;•

nized or regulated or centralized decisions.
*We can distinguish at least three possibilities here. (1)
The choice could be probabilistic: if the weighted-average value
is greater with 90$ choosing right than with 100$, people might
elect a uniform 10$ chance of choosing Left rather than all choosing Right. This would be a "concerted," or "coordinated," or
"disciplined" mixed strategy in the sense in which that term is
used in game theory. (~2l If the curves refer to a continual or
repeated process, and if the cumulative value for an individual
is an average or total computed from those two curves, people
can take turns choosing left one-tenth of the time. (3) If there
is an adequate way to transfer value from the Left-choosers to
the Right-choosers, the Right-choosers can share in the larger
total through compensation. Compensation will be the least ambiguous if the L and R curves denote some uniform commodity or activity
or currency that can be directly shared.

.

,

••

•.

;

'. .
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•
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There can then be a major division between (1) the improved
set of choices that is self-enforcing once arrived at, or once
agreed on, or once confidently expected--the situation in which
people prefer one of two quite different equilibria but may become
trapped at the less attractive of the two—and (2) those, including but not only including MPD, which require coercion, enforceable
contract, centralization of choice, or some way to make everybody's
choice conditional on everybody else's.

The MPD then becomes

a special, but not very special, subclass of those that require .<)
enforcement

of a "non-equilibrium"

choice.

••/.

•; ••.

;

Intersecting Curves
To fit MPD into this larger classification, look at the limiting case of the two curves' coinciding at the left, Figure 5-*
Nothing discontinuously different happens here.

Dotted vertical
lines denote collective maxima.

Figure 5.
*For present purposes don't worry about whether, indifferent between L and R, everybody might happen to choose R rather
than L. Everybody may just happen to go to the movies the same
night. This detail* of dynamic analysis is interesting but no
more pertinent than if the curves crossed at any other point.

•
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Figure 6.
So shift the lower curve up a little farther, as in Figure
6.

It crosses what used to be the "upper" curve, and Left is

no longer dominant.

At the left, Right is preferred.

If we sup-

pose any kind of damped adjustment, we have a stable equilibrium
at the intersection.
Because both curves slope up to the right—uniform externality,
positive to the Right—the equilibrium cannot be at a collective
maximum.

Everybody gains if some choosing Left will choose Right.

Those already choosing Right travel upward on their curve; those
continuing to choose Left travel upward on their curve; and all
who switch from Left to Right arrive at a higher point on the • • .
Right curve than where they were at "equilibrium."

(The collec-

tive maximum can still occur short of the right extremity.)
Does this differ much from MPD?

Both contain equilibria

that are collectively inferior to any greater number choosing
Right.

It differs.

. •••

•

'••••

:

•-

•

'

•

'••

• '

••

•

At the intersection it takes only a couple of

people choosing Right to constitute a "viable coalition," benefiting from their choice of Right.

But their action can be offset

by the defection of people who were already choosing Right.
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What distinguishes MPD is simply t h a t , at the equilibrium,
nobody is choosing R i g h t ; in the intersecting c a s e s , with both
curves rising to the r i g h t , somebody i s . But the implications
of the difference are not much.
is inefficient.

In either case the equilibrium

In either case all are better off choosing Right

than congregating at the equilibrium.

In either case the collec-

tive maximum can involve fewer than the whole population choosing
Right .*

!

'

vr

--'

.

While dealing with intersecting lines that slope to the r i g h t ,
we may as w e l l characterize them in the language developed e a r - .. •;
lier.

There is still a dominant externality; the internality

is no longer dominant but contingent.
There is another distinction.

•;.•/..,'

......

The Left choice is preferred

at the right and the Right choice at the left.

Keeping both curves

sloping up to the right and i n t e r s e c t i n g , we could have the two
curves interchanged:
a

L e f t

c h o i c e

a tt h e

a Right choice preferred at the right and
l e f t .

( S e e

F i g u r e

7.)

• '•'.,,• ••....•.-

•.'•.>•

*There is no need for everybody to have a tow cable in his
car trunk. It takes two cars to do any good, and two cables are
usually no better than one. The "carry" curve should be nearly
horizontal; the "don't carry" curve could begin substantially
beneath it, curve over and cross it and become substantially parallel toward the right extremity, at a vertical distance denoting
the cost of the cable. The intersection would denote an equilibrium if people could respond to an observed frequency of cables
in the car population. Because the "carry" curve is horizontal,
the equilibrium is just as good as if everybody bought and carried a cable, and no better; the collectively superior position
would entail a greater frequency of cables, but short of 100%.
(And the difference it makes is less than the cost of a cable.)
Because of the curvature, a shortfall of cables below the equilibrium value could be severe, an excess above the equilibrium
value will benefit some and harm no one. Most people probably
react to a small biased sample of observations; and many may not
be mindful that there is such a choice until, in trouble, it's
their turn to draw a sample!

-30-

Pigure 7There we have two equilibria, an ail-Right choice and an allLeft.

The right one, enjoying the externality, is preferred.

Still, if everybody chooses left, nobody is motivated to choose
otherwise unless enough others do to get over the hump and beyond
the intersection to the right.
So our classification has to consider not only the dominance
or contingency of the externality and of the internal!ty, but
whether or not the externality favors more the choice that yields
the externality.

That is, with a Right choice yielding the posi-

tive externality, does it yield a greater externality to a Right
choice or to the Left?

Which curve is steeper?*

*In Figure 7, L can stand for carrying a visible weapon,
R for going unarmed. I may prefer to be armed if everybody else
is but not if the rest are not. (What about nuclear weapons,
if the "individuals" are nations?) The visibility of weapons
can have two effects. If L and R are as in Figure 7, you don't
know where you are on your curve—whichever curve it i s — i f personal weapons are concealed or if nuclear weapons are clandestine.
More likely, visibility will change the payoffs—the risks of
being armed depend on whether one is visibly armed—and the curves
may have the shape of MPD. (Reliable weapon checks could help,
even if the weapons themselves could not be prohibited.)

-31Contingent Externality
/

Rotate the Right curve clockwise until it slopes downward

with an intersection, as in Figure 8.
ferent.

Schematically this is dif-

The externality is no longer uniform.

A Right choice

benefits those who choose left, a Left choice those who choose
right.

We have both a contingent internality and a contingent

externality.

But we still have an equilibrium.

And it is still

(except in a limiting case) inefficient.

Figure 8.
There is a difference.

If the collective maximum occurs

to the right of the intersection, it is necessarily a collective
maximum in which some, those who choose Right, are not as well
off as at the equilibrium unless compensation occurs, or choices
go in rotation, or a lottery determines who chooses right and
who left.

This poses a special organizational problem.

But so

did MPD when the collective maximum occurred to the left of k.

/ •

If a system of compensation or of rotation or of probabilistic
determination of who chooses Right or Left is available, the situation is not altogether different from MPD.*
*See footnote page 32.

-32-

*Figure 8 can yield some insight into the role of information. For concreteness suppose that, during some highway emergency, there are two routes that drivers are not familiar with.
If in their ignorance they distribute themselves at random between
the two routes, with anything like a fifty-fifty division they
will be to the right of the intersection of the two curves in
Figure 8. Those who chose R would regret it if they knew; but
the outcome is collectively better than an equilibrated division
would have been, and as a "fair bet" all drivers may prefer it
to a uniform outcome at the intersection. That being so, the
traffic helicopter should keep its mouth shut; it risks diverting just enough traffic to the less congested route to make both
routes equally unattractive. (If we had drawn the R curve horizontally, the result would be more striking.) Does the traffic
helicopter improve things by telling all those drivers on the
congested main routes about the less congested alternate routes?
Next, let R be staying home and L using the car right
after a blizzard. The radio announcer gives dire warnings and
urges everybody to stay home. Many do, and those who drive are
pleasantly surprised by how empty the roads are; if others had
known, they'd surely have driven. If they had, they'd all be
at the lower left extremity of the L curve. An exaggerated warning can inhibit numbers and may lead to a more nearly optimal
result than a "true" (i.e., a self-confirming) warning, unless
people learn to discount the warning (or subscribe to a service
that keeps them currently informed, so that they all go to the
intersection of the two curves).
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Now, keeping the Right curve sloping downward to the

right but modestly so, displace it downward so that it lies entirely
below the Left curve (Figure 9 ) . There is now a dominant internallty as in MPD.

The externality is contingent:

a choice of

R
Figure 9.
Right or Left benefits those who choose Left or Right.

The situa-

tion is not MPD because no coalition of Right-choosers can be
viable.

Still, the Left equilibrium can be inefficient.

If the

Right curve is only slightly below the Left curve at the left
extremity, the collective maximum can occur with some choosing
Right.

We still have the organizational problem of maximizing

the collective outcome.
The

Commons

'
'

•

.
.

.b

. ,,
.

This situation has a familiar interpretation.
the problem of "the commons."

.

• •'...'... ..

It is

There are two common grazing grounds,

-34and everybody is free to graze his cattle on either one.

Alter-

natively, there are two highways, and anybody may drive on either
one.

Anyone who drives on Highway #2 benefits everybody who drives

on Highway #1, by reducing congestion there, but adds congestion
to Highway #2.

Anyone who grazes his cattle on Common-Pasture

#2 adds congestion there, but reduces it on #1 compared with grazing his cattle there.

Any problem of congestion, with two alternate

localities, yields the situation represented by two curves that
slope in opposite directions.

Unless intersecting curves meet

special conditions, the collective maximum will not coincide with
the equilibrium.

And non-intersecting curves of opposite shape

can yield the same situation!

--. --•-. ' \ . r ;'

l

The fact that the curves do not intersect hardly seems
crucial.

If the curves did intersect, the problem would be to

induce some number greater than the equilibrium number to choose
Right, and to share with them the benefits that their so choosing generates for the collective total.

But it doesn't matter

much whether the intersection occurs somewhere between the two :.; .
extremities, at the left extremity, or nowhere.

Either way the

collective total is maximized with some organized departure from
equilibrium and with some choosing in such a way that, without ;^/-;.
redistribution or sharing, some suffer net losses.*
*One particular relationship can occur that is worth
noticing. With straight lines it occurs if the two curves are
parallel and the right extremity of the lower matches the left r.--•
extremity of the upper. This is the zero-sum situation. The
collective total is independent of how many choose right or left.
It is a limiting case of MPD. If the lower curve crosses the
horizontal axis we have MPD; if it never reaches the axis (and
the curves are parallel straight lines) the efficient point is
the left extremity. If it reaches the axis just at the right
extremity the collective total, or weighted average, is constant.
Whatever the shape of the upper curve, we can draw a unique zerosum lower curve.

,
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-DUAL EQUILIBRIA

':••'.'•':•.'...i"U" " V

Turn to the cases of dual equilibria (for straight lines)
or multiple equilibria in general.
We have two situations.

The curves can have opposite slopes

with the Right sloping up to the right and the Left sloping up
to the left, so that the externality Is contingent (and "selffavoring"—that is, a Right or Left choice favoring Right or Left
choosers).

Or both curves can slope up to the right, the Right

curve steeper than the Left.

(They can both slope up to the left,

of course, but that's the same thing with right and left interchanged.)

In a classification scheme, these are different:

one the externality is dominant, in the other contingent.

in
In

social organization, it may not matter whether the curves slope
the same or in opposite direction.
libria, one at each extremity.

Either way there are two equi-

The problem of organization is

to achieve the superior equilibrium.

If both slope in the same

direction there is no ambiguity about which equilibrium is superior; if they have opposite slopes, either may be.
In any of these cases with two or more equilibria, the problem (if there Is a problem) is to get a concerted choice or switch
of enough people to reach the superior equilibrium.

There may •

be no need for coercion or discipline or centralized choice; it
may be enough merely to get people to make the right choice.
If the choice is once-for-all, it is enough to get everybody to
expect somebody else to make the right choice; and this expectation may be achieved merely by communication, since nobody has
any reason not to make the right choice once there is concerted
recognition.
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If an inefficient Left choice has become established, no
individual will choose Right unless he expects others to do so;
this may require some organized shift, as in one-way streets or
driving to left or right.

People can get trapped at an ineffi-

cient equilibrium, everyone waiting for the others to shift, nobody
willing to be the first unless he has confidence that enough others will shift to make it worthwhile.
Notice now a difference between the curves' both sloping
up to the right and having slopes of opposite sign.

In the for-

mer, a coalition can occur that is insufficient to induce the
remainder to choose Right, yet viable.
it.

Figure 10 illustrates

If everybody is choosing Left, there is some number, call

it k again, that will be better off choosing Right, even though
they are too few to make Right the better choice for everybody
else.

.-.•:

The critical number occurs where the Right curve achieves

the elevation of the left extremity of the Left curve, just as
in MPD.

A Right-choosing coalition is viable if it exceeds this

number; if it achieves the larger number corresponding to the
intersection, it can induce everybody else to shift.

But even

if it is too small to accomplish that, the coalition can still
benefit.

Thus there is an element of MPD even in the situation

of two equilibria:

some coalition that is better off choosing

Right, even though the rest are better off still, and even though
any member of the coalition would be better off if he could defect
and choose Left.

The difference in this case is that there is

a still larger coalition that can induce everybody else to switch
because it is big enough to make a Right choice the preferred

:

-37individual choice.

(With MPD a second coalition might be so

induced, but not the members individually.)

{•'

Figure 10.

MPD As a Truncated Dual Equilibrium
We can now take a final step in denying MPD any special status, especially any status based on its quantitative structure.
The difference between MPD and the dual equilibria need be no
more than a difference in size of population.

In Figure 11, with

a population of x, there are two equilibria.

If k is independent

of the population—if the curves are anchored on the left—reduce
the population to y and MPD results.
appears.

Reduce it to z and MPD dis-

The MPD is merely a "truncated dual equilibrium," without

enough people to carry themselves over the hump.

(And the dual

equilibrium is merely an "extended MPD," with enough people added
to make the coalition self-sustaining.)
This does not mean that every MPD can acquire a second (efficient) equilibrium by enlargement of the population.

As discussed

-38earlier, the way k varies with n will be crucial; marginal externalities need not be constant; and parallel or divergent straight
lines would not cross to the right anyway.

But any dual equilib-

rium that is anchored on the left will truncate to MPD.

-39-
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There is no end to the shapes we could give our LeftRight curves, but there is also no guarantee that a pair of real
choices exists somewhere that corresponds to any pair of curves
that we might adopt on architectural grounds.

Straight lines

are somewhat noncommittal, and can often serve as proxies for
whole genera of monotonic curves.
prejudicial in their simplicity:

But they are also somewhat
they are poor at representing

asymptotic behavior; they can intersect only once; and they never
reach maxima or minima.

A few examples with curvature may dis-

pel the presumption that externalities ought to display constant
marginal effect.

Compatibility

. . . .

....

:

'

........

... -

-;.

-...'•

^

One interesting class may be U-shaped for both curves,
like the three variants in Figure 12.
of incompatibility.

The basic relation is one

Uniform choices for all others is better

than any mixture, whichever way one makes his own choice.

.

At the top of Figure 12 a Right choice is favored if ,,_.,
enough choose Right and a Left choice if enough choose Left.

Figure 12.
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There are two equilibria.

One is superior, but either is far

better than a wide range of intermediate distributions.
sible interpretation is daylight-saving.
R represent daylight-saving.
light-saving.
time.

A pos-

Let it be summer and

•*

The best is with everybody on day-

Things are not bad if everybody is on standard

-

Things are bad if people are divided in the way they keep

office hours, schedule deliveries and programs, and keep dinner
engagements.

Furthermore, unlike driving on the right or using

metric screw threads, the worst thing for an individual is not
to be out of step with everybody; it is to have everybody else
out of step with each other.

Even if I'm on daylight-saving,

I can better navigate my daily life with everybody else on standard time than if half the world joins me in daylight-saving and
I never know which half.

A traveler who crosses time zones may

keep his wristwatch on "home time" and get along all right unless
he is with other travelers some of whom do the same.
'-"''; The middle case is similar overall.

This time everybody

somewhat prefers to be in the minority but mainly prefers uniformity for everybody else.

Possibly, to find a parallel with daylight-

saving, this could be a choice of Monday or Friday as the third

.../..
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day o£ the weekend when the four day work week becomes common.
To avoid crowds one may prefer to have Friday off if everybody
else drives out of town or goes to the golf links on Monday.
(Or, if it is storekeepers, everybody prefers to be open for
business the day his competitors are closed.)

At the same time,

in getting up a golf game or going to the beach with friends,
or just knowing what stores are open and who's keeping office
hours, there is advantage in the rest of the world's uniformity;
and it is better to concert with everybody else if one can't
enjoy full exclusivity.

I leave it to the reader to find a more

plausible interpretation.

In any event, if an equilibrium can

be found, the outcome is an unsatisfactory equilibrium.

The

temptation to be different stirs things up to everybody's disadvantage,
and disappears only when there is too little homogeneity to
make it worthwhile.

.

:.

;

The case at the bottom shows a dominant internality and

:

a single equilibrium, comparatively satisfactory but not completely
so.

It could have been drawn with the Left extremity higher

than the Right and an efficient outcome.
I have drawn it contrary.

To pose a problem

I'll take a flyer:

system, Right the duodecimal.

.. ••

Left is the decimal

Either works fine, but if half

of us are on one and half on another the result is dreadful.
Furthermore, it is just hard enough to convert to a duodecimal
system that, though on behalf of posterity I wish everybody else
would, in my lifetime I'd rather stick to my own system, even
if it means I'm out of step.

Another example would be the choice

by a group of ethnically similar immigrants to continue using
their native language or to adopt completely the language of

-43the host country.

As in MPD I may be willing to adopt the duo-

decimal system as part of a bargain I strike with everybody else.
And indeed if we compare end-points and ignore the middle range
this is MPD, isn't it? We can even identify the parameter, k,
denoting the minimum size of viable coalition to switch to the
duodecimal system or to the host-country language.
Complementarity

.
.
:

:: -• -"-'"•'

Now invert the curves, as in Figure 13.
are at least three species.
we have a complementarity.

:;•.•••

' •'•-:

Here again there

;

This time, instead of incompatibility
Things are better if people distrib-

ute themselves between the choices.

But though everyone prefers

that the universe be mixed in its choice, he himself may prefer
to be in the majority, may prefer to be in the minority, or may
have a dominant preference no matter how the others distribute '
*
t h e m s e l v e s .
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An obvious binary division with complementarity is sex. ^'; ••
Let us conjecture, along lines of biomedical hints that have recently
been publicized, that it becomes possible to choose in advance
the sex of one's child.

The choice is not binary, since most 'r

parents have more than one child and can choose among a few integer mixtures for each family size.

But this whole analysis is - .• •

suggestive and exploratory, so pretend that a family commits itself
to

boys

or to girls.

•'

'•:

"

"

' " ' ' •'••;;

It is easy to suppose that most prefer the population to
be mixed, and probably close to fifty-fifty.

i ..

But a parent cou-

ple could plausibly have any one of three preferences.
--.... First, there might be a uniform dominant preference, everybody wanting a boy or everybody wanting a girl independently of

. ,
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the sex ratio in the population, while badly wanting that population ratio close to fifty-fifty.

Second, everybody might prefer

to have a child of the scarcer sex:

for dating, marriage and

remarriage a child of the scarcer sex might be advantaged.

Third,

the dominant sex might have a majority advantage outweighing
"scarcity value," and parents might deplore a preponderance of
males or females while electing a child of the preponderant sex.
In one case there is a happy equilibrium; in one case there are
two unhappy equilibria; and in one case there is a single unhappy one
In the unhappy case at the top we can identify k, the minimum coalition that gains from enforceable contract.

A coalition

larger than half the population has to allocate Right and Left,
choices among its members.

;

..

:

. •• .

'

This is evidently not MPD by the earlier definition; and
we cannot make it so by truncating the diagram, because k is,
in the case being considered, a constant one-half the population.
Yet if MPD includes cases in which a coalition, beyond some size,
maximizes the collective total among its members by allocating
some choices Left, the shapes of the curves to the right of that
collective-maximum point are inconsequential unless they generate a new collective maximum.

They won't if they diverge appre-

ciably; and they surely won't if they slope downward.

For some

purposes, then, the upper diagram in Figure 13 shares the interesting properties of MPD.

(Coalition policy, though different

in detail, is similarly interesting in the bottom diagram.)*
*The real problem, if technology should offer the choice
and hence the problem, is attenuated by the non-binary character
of the choice for couples that end up with more than one child.
But even the artificial binary illustration is a vivid reminder
that a good organizational remedy for severely non-optimal individual choices is simply not to have the choice and thus to need
no organization!

.

.

•

;
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- . ,

.

Sufficiency

;

•

;

.

•

;

'

'

•
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Turn now to Figure 14.
line twice.

-

.

:

\

^

;

-

.

'

•
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A Right curve cuts a Left straight

Everybody prefers that everybody else choose Right,

and over an intermediate range people are induced to choose Right.
An example might be the use of insecticides locally:

you bene-

fit from the use of insecticides by others; the value of your own
insecticides is dissipated unless some neighbors use insecticides
too; with moderate usage by others it becomes cost-effective to
apply your own; and, finally, if nearly everybody uses insecticides there aren't enough bugs to warrant spending your own money.

Figure

Some communication systems have the same property.

If hardly

anyone has citizen's-band radio there is nobody to talk to; the
externality is more to people who have sets than to people who
don't, though the latter get some benefits from the communication
system; if enough people have sets, others are induced to procure
them as a nearly universal means of communication; finally, if
everybody has them you can save yourself the expense by dropping
in on a friend and using his set or handing an emergency message
to any passerby, who will transmit it for you.
A more familiar example is the decision to go to a committee meeting, or faculty meeting.

Everybody suffers if nobody

.,.,•-

goes.

It is not worth going unless there's likely to be a quo-

rum.

Over some range, one's presence may make enough difference

to make attendance worthwhile.

And if the meeting is large enough

there is no need to give up the afternoon just to attend.
With these payoff curves there are two equilibria, one at
the upper-right Intersection and one at the left extremity.

(If

we relabel the curves—and change the interpretation—the equilibria are at the lower-left intersection and the right extremity.)

%^---'--^' "•-

- v;' :: '

GRADUATED PREFERENCES

;

'•

I have assumed identical payoffs for all.

' '

If we relax that

special assumption we are in trouble unless we preserve some regularity.

If everyone among the n individuals has his own pair

of arbitrarily shaped curves, we shall be hard put to identify
the incentives of any subset because their preferences will depend
on just which people they are.
Identical Externalities

.-

..;•
'

.

\

One possibility is to suppose the externality to be the same
for all but their internalities different.
have identical Left curves.

They can then all

Their Right curves will be similar

but displaced vertically from each other by the difference in
the internality.

Parallel straight lines will illustrate.

We

can draw Right curves for the 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, and 100th
percentiles among the population, with the individuals ranked
in order of increasing internalities.

For an "MPD-like" situa-

tion we have a common Left curve with five Right curves beneath
it, as in Figure 15.

The curved line connects points on the five

Right curves where the number choosing right, as measured from
left to right, matches those percentiles.

We can interpret this

curve to denote the value of a Right choice for the marginal individual, when individuals are ordered from left to right in terms
of

increasing

internalities.

• ••••••••

'

The right end-point of this curved line

depends on the right-

extremity value for the individual who has the largest internality,
If the curved line rises to the right and crosses the axis and

/:
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Figure 15.
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favor a Right choice that if the entire population had the same
Right curve the upper-right extremity would be a stable equilibrium.

. [

And from some number less than 20% up to the HOth percentile,

the individuals who enjoy the strongest externalities from the
Right choices of others constitute a stable equilibrium set.
If as many as 20% choose Right, some number less than 40% but
greater than 20% find Right the preferred choice; if they so choose,
some larger number find Right the preferred choice, and as more
choose Right more find it the best choice, up to the 40th percen- ;
tile.

At that point if a few more chose Right, they would be

individuals whose Right curves, for that number of individuals
choosing Right, were below the Left curve.

• '

Out to something over •

80% of the population, the externalities are great enough to have
the MPD configuration.

And, in Figure 16, by the time we reach

the 100th percentile these last few individuals enjoy no exter-

\-

nality whatever; their Right curve is at a fixed elevation all
the

way.

'

\

'•'•••

'

•

.

.

•

In addition to a stable equilibrium at 40% choosing Right
we can have a viable coalition of up to 80%.

And, with the curves

drawn in Figure 16, the collective maximum evidently occurs with
all choosing Right, even though the 20% of the population least
sensitive to the externality suffer net losses from joining unless
they can share in the increment to the total that their joining
up

creates.

• •

•

•
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Figure 16.

For analyzing stable and unstable equilibria what is crucial
is the relation of the curved line

to the Left curve.

Absolute

payoffs depend on the vertical distances between those two curves,
but the kinds of equilibria that occur depend only on whether
the curved line

is above or below and where it crosses.

And

for this purpose it is sufficient to know, for each individual,
just where his own Right curve is above, and where it is below,
his own Left curve.

If, as in Figures 15 and 16, everybody's

Right curve slopes upward and either cuts his Left curve from
below or stays everywhere below his Left curve, we only need to
know for each individual whether a crossover occurs and for what
aggregate number choosing Right it does so.

From this we can

derive a cumulative frequency distribution showing, for any percentage, x, of the population that might choose Right, the percentage of the population for which a Right choice would be preferred.

Or, what is the same thing with axes interchanged, we

can derive a frequency distribution showing for any of the least
demanding x% of the population--the x% whose crossover points
occur nearest the left extremity—the minimum number of the population that, choosing Right, would induce these x% to choose Right
The central portion of Figure 17 is exactly that.

Any point

on it indicates that, for the number measured horizontally choosing Right, the number measured vertically would prefer a Right
choice.

Alternatively, for any point on that curve, the number

measured vertically would prefer a Right choice only if the number choosing Right were at least as great as the horizontal value.
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Figure
17.

- - 20

0

-57In the range over which the curved line is above the 45-degreeline, the percentage preferring a right choice is greater than
the number making the Right choice and more would be induced to

j

choose Right, up to the point where the curved line cuts the 45degree line to go beneath it.

To the right of that intersection

near the upper right, say at the 90th percentile, there are not
90% among the population who would prefer a right choice if 90%
were choosing Right; if that many were choosing right, some among
them would prefer to switch to a choice of Left.

As they do,

the number choosing Right decreases and the number preferring
Right decreases, and the process continues down to that intersection.

"

' '""•

•

•• •

The lower-left region, where the curved line lies below the
45-degree line, is a region in which the number preferring Right
is everywhere less than such a number choosing Right, some will
switch to a Left choice if they are free to do so, and in doing
so induce still others to do so, and unless the curved line crosses
the 45-degree line and lies above it down in the far lower-left
corner, 0 will be the equilibrium number choosing Right.

This

curve representing the cumulative distribution of crossover points
contains a lot less information than the curve directly above
it in the diagram, from which it has been derived.

For each indi-

vidual it gives us an algebraic sign, not a number; for the population as a whole it can display potential equilibria but not
collective totals.

But although we have lost information—

because we have lost information—that curve exists.

For any

(least demanding) fraction of the population measured on the
horizontal axis, there is some fraction of the population

k

•

•

"

5

8

-

•

•

•

'

.

.

.

'

.

•

.

•

•

.

•
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(possibly none, possibly all) for which the Right curve is above ,=
the left curve.

So there exists a unique, single-valued function

of the kind plotted in the middle of Figure 17.

,

i

If for every individual there is some minimum number
that has to choose Right to induce him to do likewise, but no
maximum—if his Right curve crosses the Left curve once, from
below--the cumulative curve in Figure 17 will rise monotonically
to the right.

It will furthermore denote, at any point, a par-

ticular group of individuals that includes all individuals represented by points to the left.
rises.

Nobody drops out as the fraction

People are uniquely ordered according to the value on

the horizontal axis at which their own preferences become Right.
If instead, everybody's Right curve cuts his Left curve from above,
the curve in Figure 17 will be monotonic downward and will represent a depletion of a fixed population as we move to the right.
That is, everybody is in rank order, and the fraction denoted
by the height of the curve at any point includes all those included
at points farther to the right.

~

Finally, if the Right curves of some individuals cut
their Left curves more than once, or if for some there is a single crossover point to the left of which the Right curve is higher
while for others it is to the right that the Right curve is higher,
the curve need not be monotonic, and, whether it is or not, it
will represent a subset of the population that shows "turnover"
as we traverse the diagram from left to right.

That is, some

who "join" the Right preferred group at a certain point on the
horizontal axis disaffiliate at some larger fraction, some who

•;
B

:

L

P
f

-59"leave" may rejoin, some are in up to a point, others are out
up to a point.

The number measured vertically at any point on

the curved line represents a particular subset of the population,
but in this complicated case it need not contain all subsets represented to the right.
Because we have lost information in producing this cumulative frequency distribution, we can reconstruct several alternative
arrays of Right curves that could have produced it.

In Figure

17, the top part of the diagram shows, for five quintiles, a fixed
internality and graduated externalities.

The bottom part of the

diagram shows a fixed externality with graduated internality.

•

Individuals represented in the lower-left reaches of the frequency
distribution can be either people very sensitive to the externality
or comparatively insensitive to the internality; those represented
in the upper-right reaches of the diagram can be those least sensitive to the externality or having the larger internality.*

a

I

r

*The use of a cumulative distribution of crossover points,
like that in the center part of Figure 17, for two groups comprising a fixed population is illustrated in T. C. Schelling, "The
Process of Residential Segregation: Neighborhood Tipping," in
Anthony H. Pascal, ed., Racial Discrimination in Economic Life,
Lexington Books (Lexington, Massachusetts), 1972, 157-84. Similar curves relating to variable populations, for two interacting
groups, are extensively used in my "Dynamic Models of Segregation,"
Journal of Mathematical Sociology, 1971, Vol. 1, pp. 143-186.
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MORE THAN TWO CHOICES
-

We have considered only two choices.

/_....,

,„._

\

... .

To what extent does

this analysis generalize to three or more?

'/"

Symmetrical cases may generalize easily.

.':.-

When straight lines

have opposite slopes, whichever way they slope ("self-favoring"
externalities or "other-favoring") the analysis fits three or
more choices perfectly well.

Generally speaking, if Left and

Right curves are similar when referred to their own axes—Left
curve plotted against Left choices. Right curve against Right
choices—there's nothing especially binary about the analysis.
•••-•

Consider oppositely sloping straight lines.

possibilities:

There are two

R slopes up to the right and L downward, or R

slopes down to the right and L upward.

If an action, A, yields

negative externalities toward those who choose that action, we
have the ordinary case of congested highways and the number of
highways can be two, three or a hundred.

If choosing an action

benefits those who choose the same action—people on the metric
system benefit from its use by others--the analysis applies equally
to two, three, four or any number of metrics, languages, keyboards
or communication systems.
The analysis is peculiarly binary when a given choice has
positive or negative externalities for everybody, whichever way
they choose.

MPD is binary, not symmetrical.

not reflections of each other.

The curves are

We may be able to use a somewhat

similar analysis for a threefold or fourfold choice; but we cannot simply generalize from the binary analysis.

. . • , . '

- 6 1 -

The asymmetrical case is richer in possibilities.

As a bare

suggestion of the variety obtainable when the action yields neither positive nor negative externalities solely to those choosing
that action, consider a threefold choice among Left, Right(l),
and Right(2).

,.;

The two "Right" choices produce the same external!-,

ties additively but do not equally benefit from the externality
they produce.

The positive externality is a function of the sum

of R(l) and R(2); consider it positive.

.— .,:

We plot on our left-right scale the sum of R(l) and R(2). ./-.. ,..
We draw three curves, the payoffs to a choice of L, of R(l), and
of R(2). This is a special case and it may be hard to think of • .. .,;.._
an interpretation, but it does yield interesting possibilities. , .. rLook at the top diagram in Figure 18.

in the absence of

.,....„-.

R(l), we would have two curves with two equilibria, the inefficient one on the left.

R(l) gets us over the hump.

.;

To the left, ,..

R(l) dominates L; nobody will choose R(2) unless nearly everybody
is choosing one or the other variant of R, but the dominance of

....

R(l) assures that enough will choose R(l) for R(2) to take over,
and the right-hand equilibrium results.

Thus R(l), never itself

;

an equilibrium outcome or part of one, mediates between the other ,
two choices.

It can pull the population from a Left extreme equi-

librium to the collective maximum at R(2) for everybody.

.

.
•—*-•'

l
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In the center diagram it does not quite perform that

whole function, not dominating at the left extremity.

But it

'

does permit a small coalition to get away from L—here drawn horizontal, for variety—causing others to choose R(l) until R(2)
becomes the preferred choice.

R(l) mediates over an important

range, though not solving the whole problem as in the top diagram.
In those two cases, R(l) yields to R(2) but, in R(2)'s
absence, would offer much superior equilibria to what L alone
offers at the left.
cal role.

In the bottom frame it plays a more paradoxi-

Alone with L, R(l) offers a highly stable inferior

equilibrium at the right.

No choice of R(l), by any number, bene-

fits those so choosing or those who stay with L.

(Indeed, reading

from right to left, R(l) is almost the upper curve of an MPD combination with L, offering a second equilibrium at L that is stable
over only a small range.)

Thus R(l) is an "option" that the popu-

lation is better off without, in the presence of L alone.

But

consider what it adds to the situation when L and R(2) are the
choices.

The Left equilibrium is much inferior to the R(2) equi-

librium, but stable over a wide range.

R(l), which alone with

L could only worsen things, nearly dominates L and makes even
a small concerted (or unconcerted) choice of either R(l) or R(2)
sufficient to bring about the R(2) equilibrium at upper right.
The dynamics are the same as in the center diagram, but in this
case an otherwise wholly unattractive option serves as a selfeffacing usher for R(2).

,.

.
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I leave it to the reader to invent interpretations of

R(l) and R(2). This trinary choice offers a richer menu,

and

not merely a generalization of results from the binary situation

•• •• X- 1 -"

• ••'•••

• •

A

SCHEMATIC

SUMMARY

It is tempting to work out an exhaustive schematic classification for the various possible binary-choice payoff configurations.

But the possibilities, though not endless, are many.

The curves, even if monotonic, can be concave or convex, S-shaped,
flanged or tapered, and of course needn't be monotonic.

The shapes

that are worth distinguishing depend on what one singles out for
analysis—the number of equilibria, the efficiency of equilibria,
the role of information or misinformation, the sizes of potential
coalitions, the importance of discipline or enforceable contract,
the importance of population size, and other things.

And still

we are dealing almost exclusively with uniform payoffs throughout
the population, or the very special case of regularly graduated
payoff differences.

No logical classification scheme is likely,

therefore, to serve everybody's purpose.

.,

:

One way to generate a classification is to do what we did

• .

with "prisoner's dilemma" for all symmetrical 2 x 2 matrices.
There are 12 different payoff rankings (not counting ties) that
yield symmetrical matrices and we can interpolate straight-line
binary-choice curves for each of them.

That is, there are 12

' •

different ways that the end points of a pair of straight lines
can be ordinally ranked if there are no ties.

But Figure 4 showed

that for some purposes sub-cases are worth considering.

And among

the 12 straight-line pairs suggested by the 12 symmetrical

2x2

matrices, some of the differences are of hardly any interest.
For what it is worth, the 12 cases are sketched in Figure 19.
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Uniform Externality

Contingent Externality

Uniform Internality

Contingent Internality
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Figure 19.
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In the upper half of that figure the internality is uniform,

•

.

in the lower half it is contingent.

In the left half the exter-

nality is uniform, in the right half it is contingent.

The small

circles mark the points that are potential "equilibrium points"
in a very simple sense:

at such a point an individual, given

:

>

the choices of all others, cannot improve on the choice he is
making.
The differences among A, B and E are not consequential, nor
that between I and J or K and L.

The difference is merely in

the relative ranking of two end points that are neither equilibria
nor preferred outcomes, and whose comparative positions don't
matter.

Because ties are omitted and only strongly ordered pay-

offs represented, the zero-sum configuration is missing.
is intermediate between C and D.)

(It

Also omitted for the same rea-

son are curves hinged at left or right extremities and curves
that are horizontal lines.
Figure 19 is included primarily to save the reader the trouble of producing it for himself, and for reference in the next
section.

It is merely an answer to the question, what shapes .

can one get by interpolating linearly among the payoffs of those
12 symmetrical matrices?
Some of the omitted "limiting cases" may be of greater interest than some cases shown.

The problem of "the commons" will

often have a horizontal R curve cutting the L curve or lying just
beneath it.

(In that case, H, K and L become identical; C and

F become identical if we pivot the R curves about their left end
points; and C becomes identical with H, K and L if the R curve

.

• •'

•••

. -
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is pivoted around its right end point.)

The special case of sym-

metrical I and J configurations (which are then indistinguishable
from each other) is really not very special:

it represents all

those situations in which it matters a lot that people follow
the same signals, but little just which coding they use, e.g.,
red or green for "go."
Equilibria, Universal Preference, Uniformity and Collective Maxima
There is a brief, useful classification scheme that can be
illustrated by Figure 19, especially if we add some of the figures introduced earlier.
1.

It distinguishes these situations:

There is a universally preferred outcome.
a.

It is a unique point of equilibrium, as in A, B and
E

b.

.
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It is either of two equivalent equilibrium points,
as in I or J if the upper end points are aligned
horizontally.

c.

.

It is one of two equilibrium points that are not
equivalent, as in G and, generally, as in I and J. /

2.

The equilibrium point is "dominated," i.e., there are
other outcomes that would be universally preferred to
the equilibrium point.
a.

The collective maximum occurs with the same choice
for all, as it may (but need not) occur in C and
H.

b.

The collective maximum occurs with a mixture of choices
and unequal outcomes, as it may in C and H.
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The collective maximum is universally preferred
to the equilibrium point, as it is in H and may
or may not be in C.

ii.

. : ,•

:.

The collective maximum is not universally preferred to the equilibrium point, as it may not
be in C *

'

The equilibrium point is neither dominated nor universally preferred:

there are alternative outcomes, involv-.

ing a mixture of choices, that are better for those making
the one choice but not the other.
a.

The equilibrium point is at the collective maximum,
as it will be in D and F if the L curve rises, from
left to right, by less than the R curve lies beneath
it at the left (and in K and L in the special case
of horizontally aligned upper end points--in which
case, incidentally, K and L are indistinguishable).

b.

The equilibrium point is not at the collective maximum, as generally in K and L, and in D and F when
the L curve rises, from left to right, by more than
the R curve lies beneath it at the left.

*Let L rise from 0 to a and R from -1 to (b-1). If
X is the fraction choosing Right, L=aX and R=bX-l, and the collective total is X(bX-l)+(l-X)aX. Since b ) 1 in the case being
considered, the maximum is to the right of X=0; in fact it is
to the right of X=.5• It occurs to the left of where the R curve
crosses the axis, i.e., with R negative, if b^"2a/(a+3)- Note ' .
that, for this to occur, b<C2 and a^ 3. The collective maximum
occurs with X ^ l and R ^ O , i.e., between where R crosses the axis
and the right extremity, if 2a/(a+3) \ b <; (a+l)/2. It occurs at .
the right extremity when b>(a+l)/2, i.e., a^2b-l. Note that
condition 2-b-ii, with the collective maximum occurring while
R is below the axis drawn from the left extremity of the L curve,
is much less restrictive if we drop the restriction to straight
lines.
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'• With curvature, of course, there may be two dominated equilibria, as in Figures 13 and 14.

In the zero-sum case (a boundary

case between C and D) there is no point of collective maximum.
With more than two choices, there may be more than two equivalent
"universally preferred" outcomes.

And so forth.

In every case the term, "equilibrium," or "equilibrium point,"
should be qualified to read, "potential equilibrium."

The order

and timing of choices, the reversibility of choices, information
about others' choices, signaling, bargaining and organizing processes, custom, precedent and imitation, and many other crucial
elements have been left unspecified.

So we have no assurance that

actual choices would converge stably on what we have identified
as "potential equilibrium points."
For the same reason, this is not a classification of binarychoice situations, which may differ as importantly in those other
characteristics as in their payoffs, but refers only to the shapes
of

the

b i n a r y - c h o i c e

o u t c o m e

c u r v e s .
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MORE ON THE STRATEGIC RELATIONS AMONG COALITIONS
Refer to Figure 4, page 22.

The third case is most
;

interesting, but first consider the top and bottom diagrams. ''

„

If the curves are parallel straight lines, what determines the
matrix is whether or not the Right curve crosses the axis to
the left of the halfway point.

-

(And, by the same principle,

with three equal-sized coalitions, each of them independently

•-'• i

prefers the Right choice if the Right curve crosses the axis to
the left of the one-third point.)

.

.

c .

When the curves converge, as in the second diagram
from the top, a Right choice will not dominate if the lower curve
crosses the axis to the right of the midpoint; a Right choice
by one coalition will, however, induce a Right choice by the second if the end point of the Right curve is above the midpoint
value of the Left curve.

(Again, among three equal-sized coali-

tions, two choosing Right are viable or not according to whether
the lower curve crosses the axis to the left of the two-thirds
point; whether or not it does, the two will Induce the third

.

to make it unanimous if at the right extremity the Right curve
reaches two-thirds the value of the Left curve.)

•

•".".-,.

For several reasons, the interesting case is the third.
(1) It Is the only one among the four that suggests an asymmetrical outcome:

choosing opposite to each other, both are better

off than with Left choices, and both are In equilibrium.

(2)

It Is the only case among the four in which the collective maximum may not occur with all choosing Right.

And (3) it is the

only case among the four in which a coalition that can split
its choice—some choosing Left, some choosing Right—can have
an incentive to do so.

What we then have, rather than just choices

of Left and Right, is a "reaction function" relating the proportions in which a coalition will allocate Right and Left choices
among its members according to the proportions in which the other
coalition chooses right and left.
With the actual numerical values shown in Figure 4,
the payoff-maximizing proportions choosing right, for each coalition as a function of how the other chooses, are represented by
the i n t e r s e c t i n g

curves in Figure

2 0 . , . ,;.

-:,.

m

,25

n

Figure 20.

•

:•-•••;"
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-73The proportions of the population choosing Right in the two coalitions are m and n.
point.

The intersection, at m=n=.25, is an equilibrium

With m+n=. 5 on the horizontal axis in Figure 4, the mean '"

values of the right and left choices--the payoffs to the coalitions—are halfway between 1 and 4, or 2.5.
This is evidently an inefficient outcome:

both coali- •

tions .together could choose exclusively right with a payoff of
3.

Actually, the collective maximum occurs with seven-eighths

choosing right and one-eighth choosing left; with that division
of choices, seven-eighths of the population are getting a payoff
of 2.5, one-eighth is getting a payoff of 7, for an average of
l

3.06, slightly better than the ail-Right choice.*

Of course, if one coalition reacts in the fashion suggested by the "reaction curve" derived from Figure 4, as shown
in Figure 20, and the other knows that it does, the latter can
choose its preferred position on the first's reaction curve.
That is, it can choose its own division between left and right
that, allowing for the other's reaction, is best.

In the case

shown, this results in even greater inefficiency:

the "antici-

pating" coalition reduces its own Right vote to induce an increase
in the other's, the sum of the changes is negative and the collective total goes down.**
We can pursue this "game analysis" further in either
of two directions.

One is to let the number of coalitions increase

to three, four and up.

A few hints in that direction have already

^Footnote on page 74.
**Footnote on page 75.

•74-

*For straight lines the maxima are found as follows. Let
x denote the fraction choosing Right; let the value of an L choice
be 0 for x=0 and a for x=l, so that L=ax; let the value of an
R choice be -1 for x=0 and b-1 for x=l, so that R=(-l+bx). The
mean (or total) value to the population is proportionate to x(-l+bx]
+ (l-x)ax. Differentiating we find a maximum at:
ax - (-1+bx) = bx + a(l-x),
b<a.

if

: :-•

The first condition makes the vertical distance between L and
R equal to the weighted average of their slopes. The right and
left sides of that equation together equal the "spread" between .
the right-hand (x=l) value of L and the left-hand (x=0) value
of R, so the left side alone (the vertical distance) equals half
the spread .
• •: .
For two equal coalitions let m ^ l / 2 be the fraction of the
population choosing Right in one coalition, n^.1/2 in the other,
so that m+n=x. For straight lines again the first coalition's
• :
total output (value) is then m[-l+b(m+n)] + (1/2-m)a(m+n). Differentiating with respect to m we find a maximum where:
m = l/2(a-2)/(a-b) - n/2,
if

•'

•• b

<a.

-

•'

..-;--. /:••

If the solution for m is below 0 or above 1/2, the indicated
v -•
fraction choosing Right is 0 or 1/2; otherwise it is a linear
function of n with slope of -1/2 over the range where m and n
are both between 0 and 1/2, as illustrated in Figure 20.
If b is greater than a, there is no maximum between 0 and
1/2 (or anywhere). If 2(a+1)/3 > b > a < 2 the minimum is to the
right for all permissible values of n, the derivative is everywhere negative in the range O-^n^l/2, and m=0 dominates. With
b > a > 2 , it is to the left, the derivative is everywhere positive, and m=l/2 dominates. If 2 (a+1)/3 > b < a \2 there is a minimum
value within the range; and if (b-1)<a/2 while b < 2 , the maximum value is at m=0 or m=l/2 according to the value of n, being
m=0 for n=0 and m=l/2 for n=l/2. (There is then some value for .. .
n at which m=0 or m=l/2 Is an indifferent choice; It does not
generate an equilibrium pair of choices, however, because m is
indifferent only as between choices of 0 and 1.) These several
conditions are illustrated in Figure 4.
In the special case of b=a=2, the value accruing to each
coalition is independent of how it divides its own choice; all
choices are in "neutral equilibrium" with mean values the same
for both coalitions and ranging from 0 to 1. , . . , , . ,

•75-

**The question may appear to arise, whether the "split
strategy" is the same as, or similar to, the "mixed strategy"
of game theory. Not really. A "mixed strategy" would construe
the 2 x 2 payoff in Figure 4 as the complete matrix of pure strategies, representing four possible outcomes, and would be the choice
of Left or Right by a random mechanism with selected odds. An
,
"independently mixed strategy" would be a random choice by one
of the coalitions with a mechanism separate from the other coalition's; a "coordinated" or "concerted mixed strategy" would be
a random choice by the two coalitions using the same mechanism,
such as a coin that determines which chooses Left and which chooses
Right.
In contrast, the "split strategy" corresponds to a
•
matrix with a large number of rows and columns, bordered so that
they correspond to increasing percentages of R for the two coalitions, of which only the corner cells, the extreme values, are
represented in the 2 x 2 matrix of Figure 4. Knowing that the
payoffs in the larger matrix are linear functions of the choices
of left and right, we can abbreviate the large array of pure
strategies in a compact 2 x 2 matrix. When the two coalitions
choose, for example, 35% Right and 65% Left, they are not randomizing their choices among the four extreme values but choosing
as pure strategies the 35th row and column in a 100 x 100 matrix.
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been given; and. if the number of coalitions becomes large, the
situation simply approaches MPD again.

(If the population is

1,000 and 40 coalitions form, we can interpret the original curves
as relating to the 40 coalitions.)
The other direction is to let the coalitions differ
in size.

The reader probably doesn't want to travel far in that

direction, but it is of some interest to know how much farther
there would be to go if we chose to keep going.

Keeping to

straight lines, with two coalitions of different sizes we can
generate five more combinations, in addition to the four we got
in Figure 4.

All nine possibilities are displayed in Figure

21 with coalitions assumed to be .33 and .67 of the population.
(The four on the main diagonal are the symmetrical cases displayed
already in Figure 4.)
For each diagram, the symbol at the head of the column
gives the situation of the larger coalition, that at the left
of the row gives the situation of the smaller.
in the 2 x 2
for LL.

RR means that

game matrix a choice of R dominates, and similarly

RR,LL means that Right is preferred if the other chooses

Right, and vice versa; RL,LR means that Right is preferred if
the other chooses Left, and vice versa.
The combinations are not symmetrically distributed
between the larger and the smaller coalitions.

A dominant choice

of R for the larger can be coupled with a dominant choice of
L for the smaller, for example, but the opposite case cannot
occur.
why.

In most cases, a glance at Figure 21 will illustrate
(The only combination missing altogether—that cannot be

•77-

RR

RR, LL

RL, LR

LL

RR

RR
LL

RL
LR

LL
.J

Figure

21.

"78constructed for coalitions of any size—is the combination (LL,RR)
with (LR,RL).)

' "

'

Now there are some more questions.
coalitions, what are their optimum sizes?
Optimum for whom?

If there are two
•

••

•

\
' ;

A small coalition can gain from

its free-rider status if the larger coalition is big enough to
be viable; if the larger one is not viable by itself, and if
the smaller one would not be induced to the right choice by the
larger one's making a right choice, redistributing membership
toward equality may put the smaller one in the position of being
so induced, so that the larger one can elect a right choice and

;

expect the smaller one to do likewise.

;
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